ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
March 2009

VISITING CLINICAL PROFESSOR NANNETTE JOLIVETTE-BROWN
• The following reviews of two books was improperly reported in January: “Negotiate?,” A book review and article on the subjects covered by Linda Babcock and Sara Laschever in their books Women Don’t Ask which illustrates that even women who negotiate brilliantly on behalf of others often falter when it comes to asking for themselves and Ask For It, which lays out a game plan or guide to negotiation that starts before you get to the bargaining table. Louisiana Bar Journal, publication date November 2008.
• Nannette Jolivette Brown will be presenting the following seminars: “What Clients and Participating Attorneys Expect from Mediators” and “Ways to Maximize Your Mediator’s Effectiveness,” Sponsored by Region V of the National Bar Association in Shreveport Louisiana, February 27, 2009; and “Alternative Dispute Resolution,” 2009 International Legislative Drafting Institute at Tulane Law School to be presented June 25, 2009.
• Jolivette Brown presented the following seminar in September: “Collaborative Law, Interest-based Negotiation and Value-added Solutions as used in Mediation,” Lafayette Bench Bar Conference, September 19, 2008
• Jolivette Brown was recognized for her contributions to the following: National Federal Bar Associations’ President’s Award for New Orleans’ Bar Association program on Powell v. Alabama, Award presented September 20, 2008 (Jolivette Brown chaired the Committee and organized the program on Powell v. Alabama; she also moderated the event).
• Jolivette Brown is Chair of Committee planning Federal Bar Association Mediation Seminar scheduled for May, 2009. Will participate as panelist and moderator.

PROFESSOR MITCHELL CRUSTO
• “Enslaved Constitution: Obstructing the Freedom to Travel” University of Pittsburgh Law Review
• “Unconscious Classism: Entity Equality for Sole Proprietors” The University of Pennsylvania Journal of Constitutional Law
• Professor Mitchell Crusto has contributed a chapter to the upcoming book, Hurricane Katrina: America's Unnatural Disaster, Edited and with an Introduction by Jeremy I. Levitt and Matthew C. Whitaker.

VISITING CLINICAL PROFESSOR DENISE PILIÉ
• Prof. Denise Pilie and the students of the Mediation Clinic have been invited by Dean Collot of the Societe de Droit et des Sciences Economiques (Haiti's national law school) to teach a Mediation Seminar to law students, professionals from the region, and local activists. The seminar will take place on April 8 and 9, 2007 in Port au Prince. The Haitian law students will be given credit to fulfill their required
mediation training. Dean Collot has expressed an interest in continuing the relationship between his University and Loyola Law School. Ten students from the Mediation Clinic will be traveling to Haiti to participate in this seminar. Many, many thanks go to Dean Bromberger for funding and to Michelle Augustine for her enormous contribution to this project.

PROFESSOR MARKUS PUDER

PROFESSOR MONICA HOF WALLACE
- She was appointed to a new Family Law Committee of the Louisiana Law Institute that was constituted by the Legislature in 2008 to study the feasibility of creating domestic courts in jurisdictions that do not currently have them.